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$1. INTRODUCTION 
WE WORK throughout in the piecewise-linear (p.1.) category consisting of polyhedra and 
piecewise-linear maps (see [ 181). 
S” and B” denote the piecewise-linear n-sphere and n-ball respectively. An embedding 
f : M” -+ ML of manifolds is proper iff - ‘(aMk) = i?M”. 
The Problems 
We are concerned with the general problem of unknotting improper embeddings of 
S” and B” in B’ in the so-called trivial range i.e. k - n 2 3. 
Unknotting proper embeddings in this range was solved by Zeeman [ 151. 
The first problem, which arose in connection with high-dimensional torus knots (see 
7(b)), was the following: 
PROBLEM 1. Suppose S” c Bk, k - II 2 3, flzerz is S” spannable by nn (n + l)- buD in Bk? 
If S” is embedded properly in Bk, i.e. in the interior, the answer is ‘yes’ by Zeeman. But if 
S” is allowed to meet the boundary dBk of Bk then the answer does not follow at once from 
Zeeman ; indeed one of our results is that there exist unspannable embeddings indimensions 
where Zeeman’s theorem holds. 
Problem 1 concerns improper embeddings of S” in Bk and so it seems natural to consider 
also improper embeddings of B” in B k. However, there is no natural criterion for unknotting 
corresponding to spannability for spheres o we have; 
PROBLEM 2. Giz;e a satisfactory definition for unknotting embeddings of B” in Bk and then 
do there exist knots of B” in Bk for k - n 2 3 ? 
1 am sure that the right definition for unknotting is our ‘cone-unknotting’ (defined in 
$2) because it applies immediately to S” as well and links strongly with two other definitions 
(based on isotopy or on spannability and an analogous criterion for balls). It also applies to 
give a definition of local unknotting for improper embeddings of manifolds (see 7(a)). 
f- Formerly entitled “ Relative Knots “. 
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It is worth remarking that the normal methods of deciding knots-by homeomorphism 
or ambient isotopy-do not apply immediately to knots of S” or B” in Bk, since they depend 
on the arbitrary boundary intersection S” (or B”) n cYBk, which is not really relevant. 
Cone-unknotting is roughly as follows. S’ or B” c Bk is cone-unknotted if Bk can be 
thought of as a cone in which each ray meets S” or B” in at most one point (see Fig. 1). 
FIG. 1. 
The Results 
Our answers to Problem 1 are 
(1) Yes if k > 3/2(n + 1) (Theorem 2). 
(2) Answer (1) is best possible dimensionally, i.e. there exist unspannable mbeddings for 
k 5 3/2 (n + l), (see 6(a)). The only unsolved case is IZ = 3, k = 6. 
(3) Yes if k -< 312 ( IZ + 1) and S” n 13Bk satisfies a connectedness criterion (Theorem 5). 
Answer (1) is interesting, as the range is precisely the same as that for differentiable 
unknotting of (properly embedded) spheres. 
Our answers for cone-unknotting of spheres are precisely the same. 
Our answers to Problem 2 are 
(1) B” cone unknots in Bk for k 2 2n + 1 (Theorem 1, Corollary 1). 
(2) This result is best possibly dimensionally (see 6(b)). 
(3) B” cone-unknots in Bk for k - n 2 3 provided B” n aBk satisfies a connectedness con- 
dition (Theorem 6). 
Other results are 
(1) Unknotting ‘semi-properly’ embedded ball pairs (Theorem 3) (i.e. B” c Bk with 
B” n aBk c i3B”). This is a best possible result and forms a useful extension to Zeeman. 
(2) Unknotting semi-properly embedded cones. (Theorem 4). This improves a Corollary 
to Theorem 3 and also the main result of [9]. 
(3) The equivalence of three definitions of unknotting for k - n 2 4 (4(c)). The three 
definitions are cone-unknotting, spannability (or ‘thickenability’ for balls) and isotopy 
to ‘standard position’. 
In 7 two applications of the theory are given. In 7(a) we define local unknotting for 
improper embeddings of manifolds and prove some simple consequences, and in 7(b) we 
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classify torus knots, i.e. embeddings of Sp x S’ in Sk, in the metastable range, this extends 
results of Hudson [4]. Further applications of the unknotting theorems are made in [13]. 
I should like to acknowledge my debts, first to Professor E. C. Zeeman for supervising 
and inspiring most of this work, second to B. J. Sanderson for collaboration on the work on 
which 6(a) and 7(b) are based. 
Notation 
82. PRELIMINARIJIS 
We write clX, intX for closure and interior of X. A” is the standard n-simplex. A” is 
assumed to be a face of A”, in > n. The joitz K.L of two polyhedra in Euclidean space is the 
set of points of arcs PQ, P E K, Q EL. The join is non-singular if the interiors of all such 
arcs are disjoint. The cone on K, C(K), is the non-singular join to a point. At one point we 
need the concept of a cone with vertex missing which we write C-“(K). 
We will make one departure from the p. 1. category, the normal homeomorphism which is 
described in 2.2. 
Embeddings 
Let f: M” -+ Mk be an embedding of one manifold in another. f is proper iff -‘(dMk) 
= 8M”. Generally, we will be more concerned with improper embeddings and there is a 
halfway house which we sometimes use: f is semi-proper iff -‘(aMk) c aM”. If no adjective 
is used the embedding is not assumed to be either proper or semi-proper. 
There are analogous definitions for embeddings of a cone Q in a manifold Mk. f: Q -+ 
Mk is proper if f -‘(aM”, is the base of Q, semi-proper if it is contained in the base of Q. A 
proper subcone (or just subcone) R of Q is the cone in Q on a subset of the base of Q, 
and a semi-proper or partial subcone is the cone in Q on any subset of Q. 
Regular neighbourhoods 
We will use the definitions of collapsing and of regular neighbourhoods as given in 
[18], and our notation will be the same. We also use the concept of a relative regular neigh- 
bourhood of X mod Yin M”, where X, Y are closed subpolyhedra of the manifold M”, as 
given in [7]. [7] has a flaw in it, see [14], but, according to a new result of Hudson, the 
original theorems are all true for codimension 23, see [S], and so the mistake will not bother 
us. The crucial definition for existence of relative regular neighbourhoods i link-collapsibility 
of X on Y, see [7]. We will use the following special cases of link-collapsibility without 
proof (they come direct from definition). 
2.1 
(a) A manifold is link-collapsible on a subset of its boundary (b) A cone is link- 
collapsible on a subset of its base (c) A singular cone is link-collapsible on basic points. 
That is, points T such that the ray through T terminates at T. 
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2.2 Pseudo-radial projection and the normal homeomorphism 
We will need the following two definitions in order to avoid the standard mistake, see 
[lg], of assuming projection maps to be p.1. 
Let C(R) be a cone with vertex P and base R. A triangulation of C(R) is conical vertex P 
if simplexes project radially onto simplexes from P. In a conical triangulation we can 
define a p.1. pseudo-radial projection of any subcomplex X c C(R) with P$ X into the base, 
as follows. Vertices of X are projected radially to vertices of R and simplexes onto simplexes 
so define the pseudo-radial projection linearly in terms of the vertices like a simplicial map. 
The same construction works if R has a natural linear structure (e.g. R = A”) and C(R) is not 
conical. 
The other dodge we use is the normal homeomorphism : 
Let P be any point in int Ak. The normal homeomorphism, i, is a non-p.1. homeo- 
morphism i:Ak-P-+S’-’ x R,, where R, denotes the half real line [0, co). i is a radial 
projection defined thus, take Ak c Rk c Rki-l = Rk x R, with Rk x 0 = R”. 
Identity Sk-’ with 8Ak, and pick any point Q # P on the line (P} x R_ where R_ = 
(-co, 01. Define i:Ak -P-t Sk-’ x R+ c Rk”, by projecting radially from Q (see Fig. 2). 
Now i is not p.l., in fact it is not linear anywhere, but i maps polyhedra onto polyhedra 
which is the only fact that we will use. 
The use of i is that it turns the non-p.1. radial projection from P into the p.1. canonical 
projection onto Sk-l. 
2.3 Cone structures and cone-unknotting 
Bk can be thought of as a cone in two ways, either as C(Sk-‘) or C(Bk-I). Let Q be one 
of C(Sk-‘) or C(Bkel), and let the vertex of Q be P. Two homeomorphisms h,, h,: Q + Bk 
are said to be equivalent if hlP = h2P and, for each ray rl E Q there is another ray r2 E Q with 
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h,r, = h,rz i.e. the homeomorphism h;‘h, : Q + Q is conical (it maps vertex to vertex and 
rays to rays). 
A cone structure on Bk is an equivalence class of homeomorphisms Q + Bk under this 
equivalence relation. (The idea is that we are not interested in the particular homeomor- 
phism of Q to Bk, but we are interested in the images of the vertex and rays of Q). An 
interior cone structure on Bk is generated by homeomorphisms of C(Sk-‘) to B’, and a 
boundary cone structure by homeomorphisms of C(Bk-‘). 
If Bk is Ak and P is any point in Ak, then we get a cone structure on Bk by regarding it as 
a cone vertex P. This structure we call the linear cone structure vertex P. 
A subset X c Bk is said to be single in a cone structure on Bk if no ray of the structure 
meets X in more than one point. We also say the structure meets X singly. 
An embedding S” c Bk is said to be cone-unknotted if there is a cone structure on Bk 
meeting S” singly. A similar definition holds for embeddings B” c B’. 
It is clear that this is equivalent o the following definition: S” is cone-unknotted in B’ 
if there is a homeomorphism h : Bk -+ A” with hS” single in some linear structure on A’. 
$3. UNKNOTTING SPHERES IN THE METASTABLE RANGE 
In this section we prove one of the main unknotting results, namely that S” cone un- 
knots in Bk for h- > 3/2(n + 1) (Theorem 2). As an easy corollary is the fact that B” cone- 
unknots in Bk provided k 2 2n + 1. Both results are best possible, as we will show in $6. 
Before proving Theorem 2, we prove in Theorem 1 a special case, namely k 2 2n + 1. 
The reasons for doing this are the following: 
(1) The proof is considerably simpler in this case and gives insight into the rather long 
proof of Theorem 2. 
(2) k 2 2n + 1 includes the first two interesting cases of Theorem 2, namely 2 in 5 and 3 
in 7, so it is worth having this separate shorter proof. 
(3) It is convenient during the proof of Theorem 2 to assume k - n 2 4. However, 
Theorem 1 includes all the cases of Theorem 2 for k - n = 3. Therefore having a separate 
proof of Theorem 1 makes unnecessary special arguments for k - n = 3 during the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 1. Any embedding of s” in Bk is cone-unknottedprovided k 2 2n + 1, k - n 2 3. 
COROLLARY 1. Any embedding of B” in Bk is cone-unknotted provided k 2 2n + 1, 
k-n>_3. 
Proof of Corollary 1. We find an n-ball c” c Bk such that aB” = aC” and such-that 
B” v C” is an n-sphere S”. 
S” cone-unknots in Bk by Theorem 1 and B” c B’ is therefore cone-unknotted in the 
same cone structure on Bk. 
C” is not difficult to find. Choose any n-ball D” c Bk with aD” = aB” (e.g. B” itself). 
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Obtain C” by moving D” into general position with respect o B” keeping aD* fixed 
(general position as defined in [18]). In this dimension range by general position C” n B” = 
dB” and so C” u B” is an n-sphere, as required. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The idea of the proof is as follows. We pick a point P in Bk (which 
we take to be Ak) in general position with respect o S’ and consider the singular cone PS”. 
The singularities consist of disjoint ‘near’ and ‘far’ points -a singular ray meets S” first in a 
near point and then in a far point. 
The unknotting process of the proof consists in ‘picking up’ a little disc round each of 
the near points in turn and then ‘putting it back’ again in such a way that it misses the rest of 
PS” and thus has no near or far points inside it. The fact that we can do this is the content 
of Lemma 3.1. Finally, there are no fear or far points left and S” is single in the linear cone 
structure on Bk vertex P. 
The ‘picking up’ and ‘putting back’ are in fact sliding the disc over a disc of the next 
dimension, and thus are ‘cellular moves’, as defined in [16]. The rigorous proof now follows. 
For definiteness take Bk to be Ak and pick a point P in int Bk in general position with 
respect o S”. The general position involved is a little tricky and a precise description of 
what is needed is given at the start of the proof of Theorem 2. 
Consider how the linear cone structure on Ak vertex P meets S”. By general position and 
the dimensions involved, no ray of the structure meets S” in more than two points. Let such 
a singular ray by P.Q,.Q, where Q, and Q, are the intersections with S” in order. Label 
Q1 a near point and Qz a far point. Define N the near set to be the set of near points and 
similarly $‘, the far set, the set of far points. 
In this dimension range the near and far sets consist, at worst, of a finite set of points. 
If the near set is empty then so is the far set, S” is single in the linear cone structure vertex P, 
and there is nothing to prove. So assume N = { N1, . . . , Nt} t > 0, where Ni are near points. 
What we are going to do is to construct an n-sphere ST c Bk for which the near set 
consists of precisely t - 1 points (in fact (Nr . . . N,_l}), and such that there is an ambient 
isotopy of Bk which carries S” to S;. Hence, by a finite induction we have an n-sphere S: with 
empty near set and such that S” is ambient isotopic to S:. A reversal of this isotopy carries 
the linear cone structure vertex P (which meets SF singly) to a cone structure on Bk meeting 
S” singly, thus proving the theorem. 
The Construction of S; 
For this part of the proof it is convenient o use the normal homeomorphism defined in 
2.2 and to work in Sk-’ x R,. 
The normal homeomorphism gives us 
i:Ak-P+S’-l x R,. 
To save extra notation we will make no distinction between polyhedra in A’ and their 
images under i in Sk-’ x R+. There will be no confusion in doing this provided we make it 
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clear at each stage in which space we are working. So from now until further notice we are in 
Sk-’ x R +- 
Denote by p the canonical projection 
p: P-l x R, -Sk-‘. 
The effect ofp on S” is to identify corresponding near and far points. 
Pick an n-ball B” c S” with N, E int B” and 8” r\ (N - NJ = B” n F = B” n aA” = 0. 
This is possible since Nt cannot lie on aAk; so choose B” to be, for example, the closed star of 
Nt in some suitably fine triangulation. 
down in Sk-’ 
FIG. 3. 
Definep(S” - int B”) = K. Kis obtained from the n-ball S” - int B” by identifying t - 1 
pairs of points, namely NI . . . N,_, and their corresponding far points (see Fig, 3). 
Note that there are no near or far points in 8B”. Therefore p(aB”) is an n - l-sphere 
contained in K, call it S”-‘. 
The crux of the proof is; 
L~~~~3.1.3ann-ballC”cS~-‘~~ith~C~=S~-’andintC”nK=~. 
We will assume Lemma 3.1 and complete the proof of Theorem 1. Finally, we will prove 
the Lemma. 
We will lift C” up into Sk-l x R, to an n-ball B; with 8s; = 8L3” and By n aAk = Band 
p(g) = C”. 
This lifting is as follows. Denote by 71 the canonical projection 7~: Sk-’ x R, -+ R, and 
define f : S”-l --t R+ as follows, 
Let Q be any point in S”-‘. This is a unique point Q’ E 8B” with pQ’ = Q. Define 
fQ = z,‘. 
Extend to f: C” + R, by mapping any point in int C” to 1 and extending conewise to 
the rest of C” (in some cone structure on C” with this point as vertex). 
Now define B; to be the graph off c Sk-’ x R+. By is a polyhedron by the defining 
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property of p.1. maps and is an n-ball because p: B; -+ C” is a homeomorphism. The 
required properties for BT follow directly from its construction. 
Define S; = (S” - B”) u B’f i.e. replace B” by By. 
We now need to check two things 
(a) The near set for ST consists oft - 1 points. 
(b) 3 an ambient isotopy of Ak carrying S” to Sy. 
(a) is easy. Note first that by the choice of B” there are precisely t - 1 near points in 
S” - B” which is the same as Sl - BI;. Now there are no near or far points in B; because 
p(B;) np(Sy - B’;) = C” n (K - Sndl) = @ 
by choice of C”. Therefore there are just t - 1 near points in S;. 
The isotopy of S” to Sl 
We now prove (b). For this part of the proof we return to working in A’. 
Note that P . B”, P . BI; are both non-singular. This is because there are only near points 
in B” and B; (in fact only one near point in B”). And for the same reason P. B” n (S” - B”) = 
P.B,n(S”-By)=@. 
We can therefore move B” to B; by two elementary cellular moves (see 1161). 
1. MoveB”overP.B”toP.aB” 
2. Move P. i3B” = P. l?BI; over P.By to By. 
These moves keep S” - B” = S; - B; fixed and are disjoint from aAk. They can there- 
fore be covered by an ambient isotopy of Ak keeping S” - B” fixed. (see [6, 161). This isotopy 
carries S” to Sl, as required. 
Now finally to complete Theorem 1 we have; 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. This is essentially an engulfing process. We want to engulf S”-’ 
in a k - l-ball Dk-’ in the complement of K - S”-l. We can then define C” to be any n-ball 
in Dk-’ spanning S”-’ (note that S”-’ must be in aDk-‘). 
Define Nk-’ to be a regular neighbourhood of K mod S”-’ in Sk-’ (see [7]). Link- 
collapsibility is satisfied because there are no crossings of K near S”-‘. 
Nk- ’ has a 1 -dimensional spine, since K has a l-dimensional spine by [ 18 ; Lemma 381. 
Define Mk-’ = Sk-’ - int Nk-‘, which is k - 4-connected by Alexander duality. 
Now k - 4 2 n - 1 and so we can appeal to an engulfing theorem to say that ML-’ is 
geometrically n - l-connected and so S”-’ can be engulfed as required. Unfortunately we 
need an engulfing theorem for bounded manifolds, and the best one that exists [18; Theorem 
211 needs codimension 24. So for k - n = 3 we need to find an alternative proof. 
This is not difficult as we can see exactly what is going on. 
The only non-trivial case of k - n = 3 is n = 2, k = 5 so we concentrate on this case. 
We can choose the l-dimensional spine of K (and hence of Nk- ‘) to be a wedge of t - 1 
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circles: take a cone Q on the near and far sets in S” - int B”; pQ is a wedge oft - 1 circles 
and K \pQ by [18; Lemma 381. 
pQ unknots in S k-1 = S4 by a general position argument (in [9] Lickorish unknots 
wedges of spheres for all codim 2 3) and so M4 = Mk- ’ has a spine V consisting of a wedge 
oft - 1 S2’s by repeated application of [lo]. 
Y-r = S’ can be engulfed in M4, as follows. Take any collapse a : M4 I Vand define 
L = (trail,Sr) n V; L is a l-dimensional polyhedron. (The trail of a polyhedron under a 
collapse is defined in [18]). L can be engulfed in V in a collapsible polyhedron W (e.g. 
punch a hole in each S2 disjoint from L) and so S’ c trail,S’ u W 10 i.e. can be engulfed, 
as required. 
This completes Lemma 3.1 in all cases andproves Theorem 1. 
We now state and prove the main unknotting theorem for spheres. 
THEOREM 2. Any embedding of S” in Bk is cone-unknotted ifk> 312 (n -I- 1). 
Proof of Theorem 2. The ideas involved are similar to those of Theorem 1. We define 
near and far sets and construct an isotopy of S” in Bk which carries S” to S: with the near set 
for ST empty. The construction of this isotopy is by a long induction. At each stage of the 
induction the near set is simplified a little (Fig. 4 shows how). As before, the isotopy is made 
up of elementary moves, each of which is ‘picking up’ or ‘putting back’ a ball in S” which 
meets only the near set. 
For definiteness take Bk to be A’. Pick a point P in int Ak in general position with respect 
to S”. The general position used here is defined in Zeeman [16]. What we want is that each 
ray of the singular cone P.S” meets S”in at most two points and that the singular set of S” 
i.e. the points lying on such singular ays, has dimension 2n -I- 1 - k. This involves choosing 
P to lie off a finite number of linear spaces (joins of two simplexes) and algebraic varieties 
(namely the varieties from which transversals may be drawn to three simplexes) of non-zero 
codimension. 
As before we divide the singular set of S” into riear and far points-a singular ray of 
P . S” meets S” first in a near point and then in a far point. Define N, the near set, to be the 
set of near points and F the&r set, the set of far points. 
Now in general N and Fare not closed sets, for example, two simplexes with a common 
face may be in the near set and far set respectively but their common face in neither. How- 
ever Zeeman proves that the choice of P described above ensures that 
(i) clN, clF are homeomorphic polyhedra 
(ii) clN - N = clF - F = clN n cfF (is also a closed polyhedron). 
The scheme of the proof 
Triangulate clN, cIN - N by complexes K, L; L a subcomplex of K. K and L are lzot 
assumed to be linear in Ak, we just mean triangulations in the sense of [18, Chapter 21. 
Note that K is a principal d-complex, where d = 2n -t 1 - k. 
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Order the simplexes of K which are not in L in some order of increasing dimension as 
A,, AZ . . . A, 
Define inductively subcomplexes K,, KI . . . Kt and Lo, L, . . . L, of K as follows : K,, = K, 
LO =L, 
Ki = cl(K,_, - AJ 
Li=(L,_luAJnKi for i = 1, 2 . . . t. 
Note that Ki = L, = Qr and that if A, is the first principal simplex of K, Ki = K and 
Li = Li_1 u Ai for i< r. 
We will construct by induction a sequence Sl of n-spheres contained in Ak, for i = 0, 
1 .*. t, such that, if we denote the near set corresponding to Sl by Ni (always in the linear 
cone structure on Ak from P): 
(1) GIN,, CZNi - Ni can be triangulated by Ki, Li, i = 0, 1 . . . t 
(2) There is an ambient isotopy of Ak which carries Sl_l to SF for each i = 1,2 . . . t. 
We start the construction by defining S;t = S” (and then (1) follows by definition of 
K,, L,) and when we have finished the construction Theorem 2 is proved as follows. 
S: has near set N,, which is empty and so S: is single in the linear cone structure on Ak 
from P. But (2) gives an ambient isotopy of Ak carrying S” = Si to S:; a reversal of this 
isotopy gives us a cone structure on A’ which meets S” singly, proving the Theorem. 
The induction step 
We now prove the induction step. We assume that ST_1 has been found to satisfy (1) 
and (2) and we construct Sl to satisfy (1) and (2). 
The induction step is rather long so to make the reading easier we will drop the suffix 
i - 1 wherever it occurs. There is no confusion in doing this as we never need to refer again 
to our original S”, N etc. for anything important, (and we can always do so by writing in the 
suffix 0). 
For most of the induction step it is convenient o use the normal homeomorphism of 
2.2 and to work in Sk-l x R,. 
This gives us i:Ak-P+S’-l x R+. To save extra notation, we will use the same 
notation for polyhedra in Ak and their images under i. There will be no confusion in doing 
this provided we make it clear at each stage in which space we are working. From now 
until further notice, we are in Sk-’ x R,. 
We denote byp the canonical projectionp : Sk-’ x R, + Sk-‘, and note that the effect 
of p on S” is to identify corresponding near and far points. 
Now p 1 clN : clN --) p(c2N) and p 1 clF : clF + p(cZF) = p(cZN) are homeomorphisms and 
so the compositions are homeomorphisms clN++ clF which by abusive notation we call 
p-‘p : clNo clF. 
The hard work of the induction step is contained in Lemma 3.2. We state Lemma 3.2 
(the statement israther technical) then we show how it gives the induction step and finally we 
prove it. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let B”, C” c S” be n-balls such that B” n C” is a common --l-face R”-l (so 
that B” v C” is aIso an n-ball). 
Suppose that B” n F = 0, int B” n i3Bk = 0, C” n N = 0 
and that, denoting C”nF= Y, aCnnF= Y’, B”nN= X, aB”nN=X’, p-‘p gives a 
homeomorphism p-‘p : X, X’ -+ Y, Y’. 
Then there is an n-ball B; c A’ with aB” = 8s: satisfying: 
(a) S; = (S” - B”) u Bz is an n-sphere, 
and if we denote the near and far sets for S’z by N* F*, 
(b) B;nF* =@ 
(c) BX n N* = C-“(X’) [recall that C-“(Q) = cone on Q minus the vertex] 
And returning to working in A’ just for this conclusion, 
(d) there is an ambient isotopy of Ak carrying S” to S$. 
Lemma 3.2 => Theorem 2 
Lemma 3.2 may not seem at first sight to give much simplification, but (c) is the punch 
line and its use it as follows: 
Ai is the simplex of K which distinguishes K from Ki and L from L, (remember that 
Ki = cl(K - A,) and Li = (L u AJ n KJ and we note that all the faces of Ai are in L (this 
was the point of insisting that the order Ai was in increasing dimension), and we also 
note that none of the simplexes of which Ai is a face are in L, (since A i is not in L) . . . (-+). 
We will show that we can choose B” and C” to complete the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 
so that 
B” n clN = St(A. 89 K(l)) 
and I aB” n GIN = I&&, K”‘) (*) 
where Ji denotes the barycentre of Ai and K(l) the first barycentric derived of K. 
(Note that we are identifying K with clN which it triangulates-strictly the = in (*) mean 
‘is triangulated by’. We will use this abusive notation without further comment). 
Assume for the moment that we can pick B” like this and apply Lemma 3.2. 
Define Sr = Sg and check conditions (1) and (2); (2) is just conclusion (d) of the Lemma 
and (1) is a matter of vetication: 
Note that B” n K E C(aB” n K). 
Also note that B” n L = aBn n L = aAi by (+) 
And so X(=B*nN)= B*n(K-L) = B”n(K- aAi) 
But, after the Lemma 
BgnN, r C-“(X’) and this is 
E C-“((aB” n K) - aA,) 
z(B”nK)-Ai 
But now outside B;, N* is just the same as N outside B”, for we have not added any new far 
points in B; and we have only touched the near set inside B”. 
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And SO we can triangulate cZN, by cl(K - AJ = Ki SO that ciN - N is triangulated by 
(L u Ai) n Ki = Li and this is just what was required in (1)-remember that we did not insist 
anything about these triangulations being linear in Ak. 
An intuitive idea of how this process kills the near set is given by Fig. 4, K-L and 
Ki - Li are in light print and L and Li are in heavy print. 
(i) Ai is a vertex 
m g&y 
Before After 
FIG. 4. 
(ii) Ai is a non-principal simplex and not a vertex 
.---4 e \ _-- Ai 6” 
Before After 
(iii) Ai is a principal simplex 
Before After 
FIG. 4 (continued). 
Definition of B” and C”. Now to complete this part of the proof we need to show that we 
can choose B” and C” to satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2 and also (*). 
Denote Q = St (A,, Kc’)) c clNand Q’ = lk (Ai, K”‘) c clN so Q is a cone with base Q’. 
Define B” = a regular neighbourhood of Q mod Q’ v cl(N - Q) u clFu (S” n aAk) in 
s” and this is an n-ball by [18; Theorem 51. Also B” n clN = Q, dB” n cIN = Q’, B” n F 
= 0, int B” n aAk = 0 by the definition of a relative regular neighbourhood. 
Define Q1 = p_lpQ c c/F, Q; = p-‘pQ’ c cIF. 
Let D”, D”-’ be any balls with D”-’ a face of D” such that Q, c D” c S” - int B”, 
Q’ c D”-’ c JB”. 
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(D” and D”-’ are easy to find. e.g. pick 0; a tiny n-ball meeting B” in a common face 
Of-‘, well away from clNv cIF, and define D” = c&S - (B” u D;)), D”-’ = cl(dB” - 
D;-I)). 
Pick a cone structure on D”-’ which extends to a structure on D” in general position 
with respect o clN and clF. By this we mean the following: 
Pick any homeomorphism h : D”, D”-’ + An, An-r and choose PO E int An-l in general 
position with respect o h(clN) and h(cZF) in the sense of [ 18 1. Define the cone structures to 
be h-’ the linear structures on A”, An-l vertex P,,. 
Define Q, = cone on Q, in this structure and note that Q2 is non-singular and 
Q, n (clN u c/F) = Q1 by general position and the dimensions involved. 
Define C” = regular neighbourhood of Qz mod Q; u cl(F - Q,) u clN in c&S” - B”) 
which meets the boundary regularly, (see [7]), i.e. in a regular neighbourhood of Q n i3B” 
mod (Q; u cl(F - Q;) u cZN) n aB” in 8B” (see Fig. 5). 
FIG. 5. 
Then C” is an n-ball meeting aB” in a face R”-’ (since Q n 8B” is a cone) and C” n N = 
@ and C” n clF = Q, dC” n clF = Q;, all by the definition of a relative regular neighbour- 
hood. 
Thus B” and C” satisfy all the requirements for Lemma 3.2 and also (*). 
This proges that Lemma 3.2 => Theorem 2. 
Now to complete the proof of Theorem 2 we prove Lemma 3.2. We need to assume 
k - n 2 4 in this proof. As noted at the start of this section Theorem I supplies all the cases 
of this Theorem for k - N = 3. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2 (k - n assumed 2 4). Define cl(S” - (B” u C”)) = Q” an n-ball and 
define pg = K (not the same as the K in the last proof) and note that K is a polyhedron 
obtair ed from an n-ball by identifying d-dimensional stuff (the near and far sets in Q”). 
Define PC” = y” which is also an n-ball (C” contains only far points) and note that 
yn n K = n-l-ball in ay” (=p(X” - int R*-‘)) which we call y”-‘. 
Similarly define /?“-I =p(aB” - int R”-I) and note that y”-’ u p-’ =p aQ” is an 
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n - l-sphere with self-crossings, namely p(K) = p( Y’) (see Fig. 6). 
FIG. 6. 
PROPOSITION. There is a k - l-ball D”-l c Sk-’ satisfying 
aDk-1 ny” = y”-l,y”-1 up”-1 ,= aDk-1. 
Remark. What we really want to do is to engulf y” v p-’ in a 
KcDk-‘, p-lny”= 
k - l-ball Bk-l, disjoint 
as far as possible from K-the proposition gives this by taking Bk-’ = Sk-’ - int Dk-‘. So 
it would be nice to appeal to engulfing theory. Unfortunately engulfing theory applies only 
to manifolds, and this floors us because K is not link-collapsible on y”-’ u /I”-l and so we 
can’t take a neighbourhood of K mod y” u p-l, and then engulf y” u /3”-l in the comple- 
ment (which would be just sufficiently connected). What we have to do in this case is to add 
a cone, C(L) in our notation, to K so that Ku C(L) is link-collapsible on y”-’ u p”-‘, and 
this amounts to proving a special engulfing lemma just for this case. 
Proof of the Proposition. Define R c Q” to be the closure of the singular set of p] g : 
Q” -+ K i.e. R = cl(Z?u F) n (2” since the near and far sets in Q” correspond. So R has dimen- 
sion 4 = 2n f 1 - k). 
Now take a cone on R, C(R), in p from a point in int Q” in general position with 
respect o R, and note that C(R) is non-singular by dimensional considerations (although 
we do not use this fact) and that Q” \ C(R). Define p C(R) = L and then K \L by 
[18; Lemma 381. 
We now prove. 
SUBLEMMA. There is an embedding of the cone on L, C(L) in Sk-l, such that 
C(L) n (K u y”) = L. 
Consider any cone X(L) on L in Sk-’ in general position with respect o Ku y” this will be 
non-singular and have dimension d + 2, and so will meet Ku y” (dim n) in a set of dimen- 
sion < 1 by general position, i.e. at worst a finite set of points. However, using the technique 
of ‘piping’ [18 ; Chapter 71 we can blow these points of intersection over the edge of K u y”, by 
little pipes, since they all lie in (Ku y”) - L which is a manifold with boundary. After 
piping, X(L) becomes the required embedding C(L), to prove the sublemma. 
Now Ku C(L) \ C(L) (since K \ L) 
I 0 and so if we can define Dk-’ to be a regular neighbourhood 
ofKuC(L)mody”uj”- ’ in Sk-‘, then this will be a k - l-ball with just the right properties 
to prove the proposition. So we have to check that Ku C(L) is link-collapsible on y” u /I”- ‘. 
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This is just a matter of verification using [18; Lemma 38-j and 2.1, and we leave the details 
to the reader. This completes the Proposition. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. (continued). Define Bk-’ = cl(Sk-’ - Dk-‘) and then Bk-l n 
(Kuy”)=y”uB”-land~Bk-‘n(Kuy”)=y”-’up”-l. 
By [9] there is an interior cone-structure on Bk-’ in which y” is a subcone, (the cone on 
y”-l). (k - n 2 4 is needed here.) 
Now define /3” = cone on /Y-l in this structure (Fig. 7) and then a/Y = /P-l u (dy” - 
y”-l)=p~B”andp”nr”=C(~-‘ny”-‘). 
FIG. 7. 
But p” and y” have a common face, namely 3~” - int y”-’ = a/I” - int p”-‘, and so /l 
meets y” outside their common face in C-” (int p” n int y”), because the vertex is on the com- 
mon face, and this z C-“(X’), because the intersections of /I”-l and y”-‘, apart from their 
common boundary, correspond to the near and far points on aB” and dC”, of which none lie 
on their common face. And this is where that mysterious condition (c) comes from. 
Definition of B$. We lift p” up to B; with p(Bg) = p” and aB; = aB” and do so carefully 
so that B: n (S” - B”) = @ and Bz contains only near points; and then conclusions (a) and 
(b) follow. (c) is guaranteed by the construction of/Y and (d) we will prove separately at the 
end. 
Denote by n the canonical projection n : Sk-’ x R+ + R, and deiine f: a/Y’ + R, as 
follows: for each point Q E a/P 3 a unique point Q’ E aB” such that pQ’ = Q, define 
fQ = nQ’. 
Let T be the set of points SE int p” such that p-‘Sn (S” - B”) # @ (i.e. Twill be the 
projection of the near set in B’), then we have a map g : T-+ R+ by taking for each point 
S E T the point S’ E S” - B” with ps’ = S and defining gS = rcS’. 
Extendf to int /?” so that (1) fS > gS for each S E T and (2) f never takes the value 0 in 
int /J”. 
This is easy because a p.1. map to R+ may be defined by assigning arbitrary images for 
vertices and then extending linearly, and so we can make f satisfy any number of non- 
contradictory conditions. 
Now define B: = the graph off in Sk-l x R, then(S”-B’)nB;=@by(l)which 
also gives that B”contains only near points, andpB; = p and aB; = aB”, by the construction. 
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So as remarked above we now have B; defined to satisfy (a), (b) and (c), so to complete 
the proof of the Lemma we need to prove (d), namely; 
The isotopy of S” to S; 
For this we need to note that by (2) int B; n aAk = @ and by hypothesis 
in-t B” n aA = a. 
Now P . B” and P . B; are non-singular cones since B” and B; contain only near points and 
moreover they meet S” - int B” = S3 - int BQ, only in aB” = aB, for the same reason. 
And so the isotopy by cellular moves of B” to Bi, namely Move 1. move B” over P . B” to 
P . aB”. Move 2. move P. 8 B” over P . Bz to B$ does not move any point of aAk u (S” - int B”) 
Therefore it can be covered by an ambient isotopy of Ak, keeping s” - int B” fixed, and this 
moves S” to S;, as required. 
This completes the proofs of Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 2. 
$4. UNKNOTTING SEMI-PROPERLY EMBEDDED BALLS AND CONES AND THE RELATIONS 
BETWEEN THE VARIOUS DEFINITIONS OF UNKNOTTING. 
(a) Unknotting semi-properly embedded balls 
This section is devoted to proving the following results. 
THEOREM 3. Letfi, f2 : B” + Bk be semi-proper embeddings, k - n 2 3, and suppose that 
f;’ aB” = f;’ aBk. 
Then there is an ambient isotopy of Bk which carries fi to fi. 
COROLLARY 1. Let By, BG t Bk be two semi-proper embeddings and k - n 2 3. 
Then there is an ambient isotopy of Bk carrying B; to B; o By, By n i?Bk z BZ, 
By n aBk as pairs e aB;l, aBy n aBk z aB& aB!j n aBh as pairs. 
COROLLARY 2. Any semi-proper embedding of B” in Bk, k - n 2 3, is cone-unknotted. 
COROLLARY 3. Let B” c Bk be any semi-proper embedding, k - n 2 3, then there is a 
cone structure on Bk in which B” is a partial subcone. 
Remark. The condition k - n 2 3 is necessary for the thesis of Theorem 3, for example, 
classical knots of B’ in B3 give counterexamples in codimension 2. The other condition, 
f ;’ i3Bk = f ;’ i3Bk is tr’ lvially necessary. Some such condition is necessary to cope with 
different boundary intersections and this one seems the most natural. It is automatically 
satisfied for proper embeddings and so the result is a direct improvement on Zeeman [15]. 
The proofs. The proof of Theorem 1 depends crucially on the following lemma, which is 
generalization of a lemma of Zeeman. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let B” t Bk, k - n 2 3, by any embedding (proper, semi-proper or not) then 
Bk \ B”. 
Zeeman’s Lemma is [15 ; Lemma 71 which is Lemma 4.1 for the case when B” is em- 
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bedded properly in Bk. The proof of Lemma 4.1 is, however, very similar to Zeeman’s 
proof, so we will just sketch as necessary and refer to [ 151 for the details. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1 
Shadows and Sunny Collapsing. Consider the unit cube I’ = Zk-’ x Z, with the last co- 
ordinate singled out for special reference. Intuitively think of Zk-’ as horizontal and I as 
vertical, and call Zk-’ x 0 the ‘bottom face’ and Zk-’ x 1 the ‘top face’. Imagine the sun 
vertically overhead casting shadows and say that a point P E Zk overshadows a point Q, or Q 
is in the shadow of P, if P lies vertically above Q. 
Now let X and Y be polyhedra in Zk and suppose there is an elementary collapse 
X \ Y, we say this is a sunny elementary collapse if no point of X - Y lies in the shadow of a 
point of X. Similarly a sunny coZZapse X \ Y consists of a finite number of elementary sunny 
collapses X= X0$ X1\ . . . X,= Y. 
Suitable position 
Let X be a polyhedron in Zk which is homeomorphic to B”. We say X is in suitable 
position in Zk if 
(i) Xmeets only the top face-of the boundary of Zk and denoting by n the canonical pro- 
jection 71 :Zk = Zk-l x I+ Zk-‘, 
(ii) nl X : X-+ Zk-’ has singular set of dimension 2n -t 1 - X-. 
Remark. It is clear that we can choose a homeomorphism h : Bk --) Zk such that hB” 
is in suitable position in Zk, for B” n aBk t BkW1 some k - l-ball in aBk. Pick any homeo 
h, : Bk-’ --f Ik-’ x 1 and extend hI to a homeo Bk+Zk by [18; Theorem 21, this gives us 
condition (i). Condition (ii) comes by choosing h to be h,, put into general position. 
The hard work of the proof of Lemma 4.1 is 
LEMMA 4.2. Let B” c Zk be in suitable position. Then there is a sunny collapse of B” I 0. 
The proof of Lemma 4.2 is identical to the proof of Lemma 9 in [15]; the reason why 
the same proof works is that as far as the sun is concerned there is no difference between 
proper embeddings and any others, and so for this proof it doesn’t matter how B” meets the 
boundary of Zk. We note that our suitable position is slightly different from Zeeman’s. 
However, the only condition that is used in his proof is our condition (ii), so all is well. 
We will show that if B” is in suitable position in Zk then Zk \ B”. It will then follow that 
Bk LB” by the remark, and Lemma 4.1 will be proved. 
Triangulate B”, Zk-’ by complexes K, L as follows, Choose triangulations K,, L of 
B”, Zk-’ which are linear in Zk and such that n( B” : KI --f L is simplicial. Now choose K to be 
any triangulation of B” which subdivides KI and is sunny simplicially collapsible, e.g. take 
K to be a stellar subdivision of any sunny simplicially collapsible triangulation of B”, use [ 18 ;
Lemma 41. 
Note that n 1 B” : K 4 L is not necessarily simplicial, and we will not use this fact, Now 
for each simplex A E K define A* to be the set of points in I’ which are in the shadow of 
int A but not in, or in the shadow of, the set of points of K overshadowed by int A. A* is an 
open prism lying under int A. 
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Similarly for each simplex B EL define B, to be the set of points in Ik vertically above 
some point of int B but not in or in the shadow of B” = K. 
Denote the sunny simplicial collapse] of K by K = K,, \ Kl\ . . . Kp = a vertex, and 
definefori=O...p 
M =Ik-‘XOUKU A* i . 
AEXI 
We will prove that Ik \Mo \M, . . . \M, \K= B”. 
The first collapse is by collapsing off cylinderwise all the clB, for B EL in order of 
decreasing dimension, from the free top face clB, n Ik-’ x 1. 
The intermediate collapses are by noting that M, - Mi+l = AT u AX, where Ki - K,,, 
consists of the simplex Al with free face AZ. 
So we collapse Mi to Mi+, by collapsing clA7 from the free face clA,*. 
The last collapse is easy since AI, = K u Ik-’ x 0 u Ki, and K; is an arc. So collapse 
Ik- ’ x 0 to “K, and then collapse K,* up to K, . 
This last part is almost identical to the corresponding part of [15], so refer there to 
check that everything works. 
This completes Lemma 4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Without loss of generality we may assume that Bk c Sk, a k- 
sphere. fr and fi give embeddings B” -+ Sk, hence by [Is] and [I] there is an ambient isotopy 
of Sk which carries fi to fi. 
This isotopy ends with an orientation preserving homeomorphism h : Sk -+ Sk with 
K =fl. 
Now by Lemma 4.1 Bk \ f,B” and Bk \ f,B”. 
Next note that a ball is link-collapsible on any subset of its boundary. 
Therefore Bk is a regular neighbourhood of f,B” mod f,B” n aBk in Sk. (Since by the 
condition for semi-proper, f B” n aBk c afIB”). 
Similarly Bk is a regular neighbourhood of fiB” mod fiBn n aBk in Sk. 
Now hBk is a regular neighbourhood of hflB” = f2Bn mod h(f,B” na Bk) = Izfi (f ; ’ 
aBk) = f2cf2-1 aBk), using hypothesis of Theorem 3, =f,B” n aBk. 
Therefore, by [7] there is an ambient isotopy of Sk which carries hBk to Bk keeping 
hflBn = fiBn fixed. This isotopy ends with an orientation preserving homeomorphism 
g:Sk+Sk. 
Now gh ( : Bk + Bk is orientation preserving and ghfi = hfl = fi, since g keeps hflB” 
fixed. Therefore, by [l] there is an ambient isotopy of Bk which covers gh and so carries fi 
to fi, as required. 
Proof of Corollary 1. 9 is trivial, so just prove -=. 
Assert that in both cases there is a homeomorphism h : Blf, B; n aBk --f B,“, B; n aBk. 
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In the first statement this is the hypothesis, and in the second statement just extend the given 
homeomorphism conewise to the interiors of By and Bi. 
Pick any homeomorphism fi : B” -t B; and define fi = hfl. 
Now f;’ aBk = f;l(B; n aBk) = fi-‘h(B; n ask) = f;’ aBk, and so the conditions of 
Theorem 3 are satisfied and there is an ambient isotopy of Bk which carriesfr to fi and there- 
fore By to B:, as required. 
Proof of Corollary 2. The idea is to construct a particular embedding By c Bk with 
B”, B” n aBk z By, B; n aBk and such that B;: is cone-unknotted in Bk. A general procedure 
for doing this will be given in section (c) under ‘standard position’; the rough idea being to 
put By in dBk and then pull it into the interior of Bk except where it is required to be in the 
boundary. The result is then cone-unknotted. Assuming then that it is possible to con- 
struct such a B;, the result follows by Corollary 1. 
This completes Corollary 2. 
Proof of Corollary 3. This follows quickly from Corollaries 1 and 2 as follows: 
By Corollary 2 there is a cone structure on Bk which meets B” singly and by the proof of 
Corollary 2 (the method of construction of standard position) this can be taken to be an 
interior structure. Define By = cone on aB” in this structure, so B; is a partial subconeof the 
structure. 
Now aB” = aB; and if we extend the identity on their boundaries to their interiors, we 
get a homeomorphism h : B” -+ B; which sends B” n aBk to By n i3Bk (c aB” = aBl>, which 
completes the hypothesis of Corollary 1. 
The conclusion of Corollary 1 gives us an ambient isotopy of Bk carrying B; to B” and so 
carrying our cone structure to the required structure, proving Corollary 3. 
(b) Unknotting semi-properly embedded cones 
This section is devoted to proving -the following result which improves on Theorem 3, 
Corollary 3 and on Lickorish’s cone unknotting Theorem [9] (The proof, however, uses 
Lickorish). 
THEOREM 4. Let Q c Bk be semi-properly embedded (i.e. Q n aBk c base of Q) and 
dim Q <k-3. 
Then 3 a cone structure on Bk in which Q is a partial subcone. 
The proof of Theorem 4 depends crucially on the following extension to Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let Q c Bk be any cone of dim I k - 3, then Bk \ Q. 
The proof of Lemma 4.3 is identical to that of Lemma 4.1 (read Q for B” throughout) 
except that it uses the following Lemma instead of Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let Q c Ik be in ‘suitable’ position, then 3 a sunny collapse of Q \ 0. 
The ‘suitable’ position is defined by Lickorish [9], and as with Lemma 4.2, Lickor- 
ish’s proof for the case when Q is a proper subcone, also proves this Lemma. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. Without loss of generality we can assume that Bk c Sk a k-sphere. 
Now Bk \ Q by Lemma 4.3 and Q n aBk c base of Q, and so Q is link-collapsible on 
Q n aBk (2.1 (b)) therefore Bk is a regular neighbourhood of Q mod Q n aBk in Sk. 
What we will do is to construct a particular regular neighbourhood B: of Q mod 
Q n aBk in Sk, such that there is a cone structure on B$ in which Q is a partial subcone. 
Then, by the regular neighbourhood Theorem [7] there is a homeomorphism B$ + Bk 
which keeps Q fixed, and this means that there is a cone structure on Bk in which Q is a 
partial subcone, as required. 
The idea of the construction of Bz is simple : First take a regular neighbourhood C of Q 
mod its base in Sk. By Lickorish [9] there is a cone structure on C in which Q is a subcone. 
The idea is to thicken C a little near its boundary except at Q n aBk, so that the cone 
structure extends to this thickening, and then define Bg = C as thickened. 
The details of this thickening process are as follows: Take a regular neighbourhood D of 
C in Sk. By Lickorish there is a homeomorphism h : C --) Ak, which sends Q to a linear cone 
vertex the barycentre P of Ak. 
By the Combinatorial Annulus Theorem [7], we can extend h to h : D -+ Akl, where At 
is a k-simplex with Ak in its interior. Now triangulate aAk, h(Q n aBk) by complexes K, L. 
Next move vertices of K which are not in L an arbitrarily small distance away from P. This 
moves Ak to A5 say. 
Note that hQ n aA2 = L = h(Q n aBk), and that hQ is a partial subcone of Ai (vertex P 
as before). Define Bz = h-’ Ai and the proof is complete. 
(c) The relations between the various definitions of unknotting 
We have already defined ‘cone-unknotting’ for both balls and spheres in 32. In this 
section we introduce two further definitions of ‘unknotting’ and prove equivalence of all 
three criteria in codimensions 2 4. 
Spannability and thickenability 
Definitions. An embedding, S” c Bk is said to be spannable if there exists B”‘l t Bk with 
aB”+’ = S”. 
An embedding, B” c Bk is said to be thickenable if there exists B”+l c Bk with 
aB”+’ 2 B”. 
It is immediate that if an embedding of S” (or B”) in Bk is cone-unknotted then it is 
spannable (or thickenable). For we can put a cone structure on Bk meeting S” (or B”) 
singly; the cone on S” (or B”) in this structure is the required spanning (or thickening) disc. 
We now prove that the converse is true in codimensions 2 4. 
We show that we can choose a spanning (or thickening) disc B”+l for S” (or B”) which 
is semi-properly embedded in Bk. B”+l is cone-unknotted in Bk by Theorem 3 Corollary 2 
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and so S” (or B”) is cone-unknotted by the same cone structure, as required. 
To prove that B”” can be found semi-properly embedded is quite easy. Take Bk to be 
A”. Pick Dnfl any spanning (or thickening) disc for S” (or B”). Triangulate Dn+l, aD”+’ by 
complexes K, L which are linear in A k. Move vertices of K not in L an arbitrarily small shift 
towards the barycentre of Ak. 
K, as moved, triangulates an IZ + l-ball B”+’ semi-properly embedded in Ak, which still 
spans (thickens) S” (B”), as required. 
Standard position 
We will define a ‘standard position’ for embedding of B” or S” in Bk with a given 
boundary intersection. We then have a further criterion for unknotting, namely ambient 
isotopy to standard position. This is always stronger than cone-unknotting and the two 
definitions are equivalent in codimensions 2 4. The constructions and proofs for S” and B” 
are very similar, so we will work only with S” and show how to extend to B” as well. 
Let X c S” be any closed subpolyhedron. We will construct a (non-unique) embedding 
f: S” + Bk for which f -‘(aBk) = X. 
Take Bk to be the k - n - l-fold suspension of Ant1 and suppose A”” has barycentre P. 
Triangulate S”, X by complexes K, L such that K is isomorphic to a subdivision of aAn”. 
Let g : S” -+aAn” be this simplicial isomorphism. Move vertices ofgK which are not vertices 
of gL an arbitrary small amount towards P. Define f by extending this new vertex map 
linearly to simplexes of K (like a simplicial map). Clearly f -‘(aBk) = IL/ = X. 
Note that fS” is single in the linear cone structure on Bk vertex P and so is cone-unknot- 
ted in Bk. 
We call f the standard embedding and fS” standardposition for the pair S”, X. 
A precisely analogous construction works for B” in Bk, by using the face A” of A”’ I. 
Standard position, as defined, is not unique. However, it can be proved that it is unique 
up to ambient isotopy, which is all we require. The method of proof of this fact is precisely 
the proof of Lemma 4.5 below with obvious alterations. Lemma 4.5 in fact proves unique- 
ness for codimensions 2 4. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let fi, fi : S” (or B”) --t Bk be two cone-unknotted mbeddings and suppose 
(1) k-n 2 4 
(2) f;‘(aB”) = f;*(aBy. 
Then 3 an ambient isotopy of Bk carrying fi to fi as maps. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Any cone-unknotted embedding (of S” or B”) in codimension 2 4 is 
ambient isotopic to standardposition. 
Corollary 4.6 follows directly from Lemma 4.5 and the fact that standard position is 
cone-unknotted and it proves that ‘cone-unknotting’ and ‘ambient isotopic to standard 
positions’ are equivalent for codimension 2 4. 
Both conditions (1) and (2) are necessary for Lemma 4.5, e.g. in codimension 3, take fi 
and fi mapping S” --f aBk = S*+’ to represent different knots. Or in the case of B” supposef, 
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locally knotted at some vertex and fi not. (Condition (2) is obviously necessary.) 
The fact that (1) is necessary for Lemma 4.5 means that ‘ambient isotopic to standard 
position’ is strictly stronger than ‘cone-unknotting’ for codimension 3, as the above examples 
show. 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. The proof is essentially simple, first we move the two cone structures 
into coincidence, secondly we rotate Bk conewise so that fiSn and fiSn essentially project into 
each other along the rays of the cone structure and then thirdly we push or pull fiS” into 
coincidence with f2Sn, ensuring that fi coincides with fi. 
These are the three steps of the proof. In detail, however, the proof is made tricky 
because of the need to avoid the standard mistake. 
STEP 1. We may assume thatf,S” andf,S” are single in the same cone structure on Bk. 
First we recall that a cone structure on Bk may be of two types 
(i) interior like a cone on Sk-l 
(ii) boundary like a cone on gk-l 
However, this complication is at once removed because we prove that if S” c Bk meets a 
boundary cone structure singly then it meets an interior structure singly: 
By definition of cone structure there is a homeomorphism h : Bk + A’ = P. Ak-’ such 
that hS” is single in the linear cone structure on Ak from P. But if we take any point Q E int Ak 
sufficiently near to P, then hS” is also single in the linear cone structure on A’ from Q, and 
this is an interior cone structure and gives rise to an interior cone structure on Bk meeting S” 
singly, as required. 
Now since fiS” and fiS” both meet interior cone structures ingly, there is a homeo- 
morphism h : Bk + Bk which carries one cone structure into the other, and we can take h to 
be orientation preserving since a cone structure includes homeomorphisms of both orienta- 
tions. So by [l] we can cover h by an ambient isotopy of Bk, proving Step 1. 
So by Step 1 we can take Bk to be Ak with fiS” and f2Sn both single in the linear cone 
structure on Ak from its barycentre P. 
STEP 2. We may assume that there is a pseudo-radial projection from P of fiS” to fZSn 
which is just fiflM’, (see 2.2 for deJinition of pseudo-radialprojection). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that fiS”, fiS” both project from P into 
int Akk-’ c 84. Triangulate S” by KI s.t. fl : Kl --, Ak is linear on simplexes. Similarly 
choose K2 s.t. fi : K2 + Ak is linear. Let K be a common subdivision of Kl and K,. 
Let p1 : flS”-+ aAk be the pseudo-radial projection using the triangulation f,K. Simi- 
larly, pz : fiSn --) aAk. 
Now plfi : S” --, aAk, p2f2 : S” + aAk are both embeddings of S” in aAk z Sk-‘. There- 
fore by [ 151 and [ 1 ] there is an ambient isotopy of aAk which carries pzfi onto plfi as embed- 
dings. [This is the point where codimension 2 4 is necessary]. 
Extend this isotopy conewise from P to the rest of Ak and at the end of it we have fiSn 
and f2Sn projecting radially into one another, moreover, if we use the triangulations fiK and 
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fiK, this radial projection induces a pseudo-radial projection which is just f2f;' proving 
Step 2. 
We note now that fi and f2 agree on aBk (where the pseudo-radial projection is the 
identity). 
STEP 3. There is an ambient isotopy of Bk carrying fi to f2. Move radially each vertex of 
f,Kinto coincidence with the corresponding vertex off,K extending linearly to the star of the 
vertex, noting, of course, that we never move a vertex on the boundary sincef, andf, already 
agree there. 
So by a finite number of linear moves, which do not move any part of aAk we have fi 
coincident with fi and this can be covered by an ambient isotopy of A’ (inducing the required 
ambient isotopy of Bk) by /6]. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.5. 
Summarising the results of this section, we have in all cases 
Ambient isotopic to standard position 
* 
Cone-unknotted 
* 
Spannable for spheres or thickenable for balls 
Both arrows reverse in codim 2 4. 
For codim 3 the top arrow cannot be reversed, and it is unknown whether the bottom 
arrow can be reversed, though it seems likely it cannot. 
$5. UNKNQTTING IN THE UNSTABLE RANGE 
This section is concerned with restricted unknotting theorems, i.e. theorems in which the 
boundary intersection has to satisfy particular conditions. 
(a) is on unknotting spheres and (b) on unknotting balls. (b) essentially ethos (a) and 
some of the proofs are just indicated. 
(a) Unknotting spheres 
We need first a special definition of ‘geometrical connectedness’. 
Let X by a closed subpolyhedron of S”. S” - X is said to be geometrically d-connected 
in the special sense if the following is satisfied: 
For each closed d-dimensional polyhedron KC cl(S” - X) with K n X of dimension 
< d. There is an n-ball B” c cl(S” - A’) with K c B” and int B” c 5”’ - X. (See Fig. 8.) 
In the case when X is an n-manifold this is almost the same as saying cl(S” - X) is 
goemetrically d-connected. In fact it is a slightly weaker requirement as we assume K n X 
has dimension < d. 
The master result is 
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Fn 8. 
THEOREM 5. Let S” c Bk k - n 2 3 and denote X = S” n dBk. Suppose S” - X is 
geometrically d-connected in the special sense where d = 2n + 1 - k. 
Then S” is cone-unknotted in Bk. 
There are some useful corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1. Statement as Theorem 5 except that X = Y v Z where S” - Z is geomet- 
rically d-connected in the special sense and Y is closed of dimension I q, where d = 2n + 1 - k 
andq=k-n-3. 
Corollary 1 remains true if 2 is an n-manifold M” and cl(S” - M”) is geometrically d- 
connected since this is a stronger equirement. 
Corollary 1 =- Theorem 5 since its hypothesis is weaker, but it is a true corollary because we 
will show that its hypothesis is in fact equivalent o that of Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY 2. Statement as Theorem 5 except that k - n 2 4 and X = M” v Y where M” 
is an n-manifold such that cl(S” - M”) is d-connected and Y is closed of dimension I q, where 
d=2nfl-kandq=k-n-3. 
COROLLARY 3. Statement as Theorem 5 except that k - n = 3 and X = M” v Y where M” 
is a finite union of disjoint n-balls and Y afinite set of points. 
The step from Corollary 1 to Corollary 2 is by an engulfing theorem, which requires 
n - d 2 3 or k - n 2 4; this is the reason why Corollary 3 is the best we can do fork - n = 3. 
We prove the results in the order stated. 
Proof of Theorem 5. The ideas involved are very similar to those of Theorems 1 and 2. 
We define a ‘nearer’ set which plays much the same role as did the near set. The proof is less 
complicated because we can unknot in one step instead of needing an induction. 
Take Bk to be Ak and pick a point P in int Ak in general position with respect o S”. This 
‘general position’ is in the sense of [18]-we cannot avoid triple points etc. in this dimension, 
so we do not try to do so. 
Consider the singular cone P . S”. Let a typical ray be P Q1 Q2 . . . Q, where Q, . . . Qp are 
the points of intersection with S” in order. Label Q1 . . . Q,_, nearer points and Q, a basic 
point (so called even if it is the only intersection). Define Nthe nearer set to be the union of 
all nearer points. 
By general position N has dimension d = 2n + 1 - k. 
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We check that c/N satisfies the requirements for Kin the definition of geometrical con- 
nectedness in the special sense. 
cZN c cl(S” - X) since N c (S” - X) (there are no nearer points in aA’) moreover 
clN n X c clN - N for the same reason therefore clN n X has dimension < d. 
So by hypothesis we can find an n-ball B” c cl(S” - X) with clN c B” and 
int B” c S” - X. 
Moreover we may assume N c int B”-for if not, take B; = regular neighbourhood of 
B" mod X in S” and then B; satisfies the same conditions as B” and N c int BG, (link- 
collapsibility is satisfied since B” n X c aB”). 
So we assume N c int B”. 
Assert that P . B” is link collapsible on aB”. For suppose T E aB”. Tis a basic point since 
N c int B” and so the ray PT of P . B” terminates at T. So T is a basic point of the cone 
P . B” and the result is 2.1 (c). 
So by the assertion define Dk = regular neighbourhood of P . B” mod cl(S” - B”) in 
Bk. Dk is a k-ball by [18]. 
FIG. 9. 
Now int B” c S” - Xc int Ak therefore int B” c int Dk therefore B”, Dk is a properly 
embedded ball pair of codimension > 3 (see Fig. 9). 
Now P. JB”, Dk is also a properly embedded ball pair with the same boundary sphere 
pair. 
Hence by a trivial extension of Zeeman [151, there is an ambient isotopy of Dk carrying 
B” to P. aB” keeping aDk fixed. 
This extends by the identity to an ambient isotopy of Ak carrying B” to P. as” keeping 
S” - int B” fixed. This isotopy therefore carries S” to ST = (S” - B”) v P. 8B”. 
Note that P. (S” - int B*) is non-singular since S” - int B” contains only basic points. 
This is therefore an n + l-ball B”+l spanning ST. So in codimension 2 4 we are finished by 
4(c). 
In codimension 3 we have a little more work to do. 
We push P. aB” down to an n-ball D” such that (S” - int 8”) v D” is cone-unknotted. 
The method is as in Theorems 1 and 2, and is just sketched: 
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Use the normal homeomorphism and work in Sk-’ x R,. Denote p : Sk-’ x R, --t Sk-’ 
the canonical projection. 
p(S” - int B”) is an n-ball Q” say in S ‘-l. Choose T” any other n-ball Sk-’ with aT* = aQ 
and int T” n Q” = 0. 
Lift T” up to an n-ball B; in Sk- ’ x R + withpB; = T” and aB2 = aB” by just the same process 
as in Theorem 1 (define B; to be the graph of a suitable map T” -+ R +). 
Finally S; is ambient isotopic to S: = (S” - B”) v B; by sliding P. dB” over P. B; to B!& 
just as before. 
Now S; is cone-unknotted in the linear structure vertex P, since pSq = Q” v T”is an 
n-sphere. Therefore by composition of the two isotopies we have 5”’ ambient isotopic to S& 
which is cone-unknotted, 
completing the Theorem. 
Proof of Corollary 1. We show that S” - X is geometrically d-connected in the special 
sense and then apply Theorem 5. 
Let Kc S” - X be compact of dimension d with K n X of dimension c d. 
By hypothesis there is an n-ball B” with K c B” c cl (S” - Z), and int B” c S” - 2. 
Put an interior cone structure on B” in general position with respect o K u (B” n Y). 
This means the following. 
Pick a homeomorphism h : B” -+ A”. Choose P in int A” in general position with respect 
to h(K u (B” n Y)) in the sense of [18]. Take the cone structure to be h-’ of the linear 
structure on A” vertex P. 
Denote by Q the singular cone on K in this cone structure. 
Assert that Q is link-collapsible on Z u Y. First Q is link-collapsible on Z. Suppose 
T E Z n Q then the ray of Q through T terminates at T since 2 n Q c dB”, so use 2.1 (c), 
Secondly Q is link-collapsible on Y. By general position Q n Y c K and does not meet the 
singularities of Q, so use 2.1 (c) again. 
So by the assertion define C” = regular neighbourhood of Q mod Z u Yin S” and it is 
easy to check from the definition of a relative regular neighbourhood that C” satisfies the 
conditions to prove geometrical connectedness in the special sense. 
This proves Corollary 1. 
Proof of Corollory 2. We check that the conditions of Corollary 1 are satisfied. We have 
to check that S” - M” is geometrically d-connected in the special sense. Now S” - int M” is 
a d-connected manifold and n - d 2 3, so apply [18; Theorem 211. This gives just what we 
want. 
Proof of Corollary 3. We check the conditions of Corollary 1. We have to check 
S” - M” is geometrically d-connected in the special sense where d = 2n + 1 - k = n - 2. 
So let K be any n - 2-dimensional polyhedron in cl(S” - M”). 
We pipe together all the n-balls in M” bv pipes disjoint from K to form an n-ball B” with 
Kc c&S” - B”) (see Fig. 10). 
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This piping is possible since K does not disconnect S”. 
Now C”=S”- int B” satisfies the requirements to prove S” - M” geometrically 
d-connected in the special sense, as required. 
M” 
FIG. 10. 
(b) Unknotting balls 
We use an even more special definition of geometrical connectedness. 
Let X be a closed subpolyhedron of B”. B” - Xis said to be geometrically d-connected in the 
special sense if for each d-dimensional closed Kc cl(S” - X) with dim(K n (X u 8B”)) < d, 
there is an n-ball C” c B” which meets B” in a common face C”-r, with Kc C” c 
cl(S” - X) and int C” u int C”-’ c S” - X. 
In analogy to Theorem 5 and its corollaries we have 
THEOREM 6. Let B” c Bk k - n 2 3 and write X = B” n aBk. 
Suppose B” - X is geometrically d-connected in the special sense where d = 2n + 1 - k then 
B” is cone-unknotted in Bk. 
COROLLARY 1. Statement as Theorem 6 except that X = Y u Z, where B” -Z is 
geometrically d-connected in the speciaI sense and Y is closed of dimension < q where d = 
2n+l -kandq=k-n-3. 
COROLLARY 2. Statement as Theorem 6 except hat k - n 2 4 and X = M” u Y where 
M” is an n-manifold which meets B” in an n - l-manifold Q”-’ with cl(B” -M”) d-connected 
and cl(aB” - Q”-‘) d-l-connected, and Y is closed of dimension _< q, where d = 2n +- 1 - k 
andq=k-n-3. 
COROLLARY 3. Statement as Theorem 6 except hat k - n = 3 and X = M” v Y where 
M” is a finite union of disjoint n-balls which either do not meet aB” or else meet aB” in a face 
(of dimension - l), and Y is ajinite set of points. 
We prove the results in order. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Proceed as in Theorem 5 : take Bk to be Ak pick P in general position 
in int Ak and define nearer and basic sets. Check that c/N satisfies the requirements for Kin 
the definition of geometrical d-connectedness in the special sense and hence find C”, C”-’ as 
in this definition. 
We can assume that N c int C” u int C”-l, for if not define CG = regular neighbour- 
hood of C” mod X in B” which meets aB” regularly (i.e. in a regular neighbourhood C$- l of 
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C”-’ mod X n aB”) and then Cl satisfies the conditions on C” and N c int C; u int Cz-‘. 
So assume N c int C” u int C”-‘. 
Assert that P . C” is link-collapsible on K” - int C”-’ (which we call D”-I). Proof as 
before. 
So define D’ = regular neighbourhood of P . C” mod X u (B” - C”) in Bk and then C”, 
Dk is a semi-properly embedded ball pair with C” n a Dk = D"- ’ . Similarly P . D”- I, Dk is 
a semi-properly embedded ball pair with P . D”-’ n aDk = D”- ’ = C” n “aDk. 
Therefore by [9] there is an ambient isotopy of Dk which carries C” to P . D”-’ keeping 
aDk fixed. 
This isotopy extends by the identity to an isotopy of Bk carrying B” to By = (B” - C”) 
u P.D”-‘. 
In codimension 2 4 we are finished by 4(c) because P . cl@” - C”) is an n + l-ball 
thickening By. 
In codimension 3 we have a little more work to do; we push P . D”-’ down to CG s.t. 
(B” - C”) u C,” is cone-unknotted. The details are as before. 
This completes Theorem 6. 
Proof of Corollary 1. The proof is exactly as in Theorem 5 Corollary 1 except for the 
following point. 
Instead of putting an interior cone structure on c” in general position with respect o 
K u (C” n Y), we put a boundary cone structure on C” with C”-’ the face. This means the 
following. 
Pick a homeomorphism h : C”, Cndl-+ A”, A”-‘. Pick P E int A”-l in general position 
with respect o h(K u (C” n Y) and take the cone structure to be h-’ of the linear structure 
on A” vertex P. 
The proof then proceeds identically except we define D” = regular neighbourhood of Q 
mod 2 u Yin B”, which meets aB” regularly, and this satisfies the requirements. 
Proof of Corollary 2. This time we use a boundary version of engulfing [18; Theorem 21, 
Corollary 23 (Irwin) does just what we want. 
Proof of Corollary 3. Do the piping as before. However first pipe the balls which meet 
aB” by pipes touching aB” and then the others by interior pipes. This forms an n-ball D” 
which meets aB” in a face. 
C” = cl(B” - D”) satisfies the requirements of the definition of geometrical d-connec- 
tedness in the special sense. 
This completes the Corollaries to Theorem 6. 
$6. COUNTEREXAMPLES TO EXTENDING THE UNKNOTTING THEOREMS 
We produce in (a) examples to show that Theorem 2 (unknotting spheres metastably) is 
best possible dimensionally, the only doubtful case left being for S3 in B6, and in (b) we give 
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examples to show that Theorem 1, Corollary 1 (unknotting balls stably) is best possible 
dimensionally. 
(a) We construct an example of an embedding S5 cBg which is not cone-unknotted (and 
hence not spannable, by 4(c)). This is precisely the critical dimension (k = 3/2(n + 1)) for 
Theorem 2. An exactly similar construction gives examples for all k = 3/2(n + 1) except 
n = 3, k = 6. A variant on the construction, using Wall’s classification of links of S3’s in 
S6 [19], gives an example for n = 4, k = 7 (the proof is somewhat more complicated and will 
not be given). Suspension of these examples, using an intuitively obvious result of 7(a), 
namely that the suspension of a (cone-knotted) knot is also cone-knotted, gives us examples 
of cone-knotted embeddings for all k 2 3/2(n + 1) except n = 3, k = 6. 
Let T$, denote isotopy classes of embeddings S” x I+ Sn+q+l, in [13] the following 
classification is proved. 
THEOREM (Rourke-Sanderson). T$,, g x,(9) @ x,(Fq, G,) where projection on n,,(9) 
gives one of the (homotopy) linking classes of the boundary link, and Fq, G, have their usual 
meanings (see [2]). 
Now by Haefliger [2], 7cq(F3, G,) K the integers, and so we can choose a non-trivial 
embedding f: S4 x Z-t S’ whose boundary link has one linking class zero (indeed, this 
embedding has no normal disc bundle!, see [13]). By Zeeman’s classification of links 1171, 
the boundary link is trivial. Let f (S4 x Z) = Q c S8 = aBg. By triviality, span aQ by dis- 
joint discs in Bg (see Fig. I I). This gives the required knot of S5 in B9. 
To prove it is indeed knotted, suppose it is cone-unknotted. Then by 4(c) it is isotopic 
to standard position. Thus Q is isotopic to a standard embedding and it follows easily that f 
is trivial, thus we have a contradiction. 
FIG. 11. 
(b) In 3 we showed that B” cone-unknots in Bk for k 2 2n + 1, and we now show how to 
construct cone-knotted embeddings of B” in B2” for all n. 
In S 2”-1 = aB2” take two simply linked S”-l’s, Sz-’ and ST-r. 
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FIG. 12. 
Fill in by an embedding of ,!?-I x Zwith S”-’ x 1 = S;-’ and S”-’ x 0 = Sz-‘. 
In B2” take any n-ball C; with XY,” = 5’i-l (e.g. take a cone on S”‘l in an interior-cone 
structure). 
Define B” = C; u S”-’ x Z (see Fig. 12). 
Proof that B” is knotted in B2” 
Suppose B” is cone-unknotted. This means that there is a cone structure on B’” meeting 
B” singly. The cone on Sg-r in this structure is an n-balI Cz. So we have C: and C; disjoint 
n-balls in B2” spanning S;t-r and Sl-l. This is known to be impossible (proof by homology, 
see also [9]). 
Note that the same proof shows that B” is not thickenable in B2”. By taking cones on 
these examples we get examples for all k I 2n. 
$7. APPLICATIONS 
(a) Local unknotting 
Perhaps one useful result of the relative knot theory is that it leads to a sensible defini- 
tion of local unknotting for improperly embedded manifold pairs. 
An embedding 44” c M’ is said to be locally unknotted if for each point P E M” the ball 
pair St(P, M”), st(P, Mk) is cone unknotted in any (and therefore every ) triangulation with P 
a vertex. 
This definition is polyhedral i.e. independent of particular triangulation. It is evident 
that it is equivalent o the following two definitions which depend on one particular triangu- 
lation: M” t Mk is locally unknotted. o ft(A, M”), &(A, Mk) is cone-unknotted for each 
simplex A E M”, in some triangulation. G 5t(P, M”), St(P, Mk) is cone-unknotted for each 
vertex P E M” in the first derived of some triangulation. 
We now prove the following four elementary results about the connections between 
cone-unknotting and local unknotting: 
(i) Let B”(S”), Bk be a ball pair or sphere in ball pair then B”(F), Bk is cone-unknotted + 
the cone on, or suspension of B”(F), Bk is cone-unknotted. 
(ii) Cone-unknotting * local unknotting. 
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(iii) If k - II 2 3 then M” c Mk is locally unknotted G lk(P, M”), lk(P, Mk) is cone-unknot- 
ted for each point P E M” n dMk in any triangulation with P a vertex 
(iv) e lk(A, M”). lk(A, Mk) is cone-unknotted for each simplex A E M” n dMk in some 
triangulation. 
We only prove these results in codimension 2 3. (a’) and (ii) are true in all dimensions. 
We will prove two things: 
(a) the cone on or suspension of a cone-unknotted pair is cone-unknotted. 
(b) Suppose that M”, Bk is a triangulated cone-unknotted pair (where M” is either S” or B”, 
and suppose P is a vertex in M” n aBk, then lk(P, M”) is cone-unknotted in Ik(P, Bk). 
After we have proved (a) and (b), we will deduce (i) to (iv). 
Proof of (a). Let the cone-unknotted pair be M”, Bk (M” = B” or S”); by definition there 
is a homeomorphism h : Bk -t Ak with hM”single in the linear cone structure on A’ from some 
point P E Ak. 
Take Ak c Rk c Rk’l and take the straight cone or suspension of Ak in Rkf’ to form 
Qk” (= either a k + l-simplex or the suspension of a k-simplex). Now the linear cone 
structure on Qk” vertex P meets the cone or suspension of hM” singly, proving (a). 
Proof of (6). By definition of cone-unknotting there is a homeomorphism h : Bk -+ Ak 
with hM” single in the linear cone structure on Ak vertex some point T. Let the base of this 
cone be Q (so that Ak = T. Q) and triangulate conically vertex T, with hP avertex (see 2.3 for 
definition) (see Fig. 13). 
hP, hM” 
FIG. 13. 
It suffices to prove that lk(hP, hM”), lk(hP, Ak) is cone-unknotted, and this we do by 
constructing ahomeomorphism y : Ik(hP, hW), Ik(hP, A’) + Zk(hP, hM”), T. Ik(hP, Q) since 
this last pair is cone-unknotted (in the linear structure with vertex T). 
y is essentially apseudo-radial projection from hP, defined as follows: Since the triangulation 
is conical vertex T and since hP lies on Q (P E i3Bk), all the vertices of Ik(hP, Ak) lie on 
T. Ik(hP, Q) except one T’, which lies on the line hP . T. So define y by mapping T’ to T and 
the other vertices to themselves and extending linearly, then y keeps Ik(hP, hM”) fixed and 
so does what is required. This proves (b). 
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Now we verify (i) to (iv). 
(i) practically is (a) and (b). (a) is (i) * and to prove (i) + we note that by (b) the link at the 
vertex (either of the cone or suspension) is cone-unknotted, and this is precisely the original 
pair. 
(iii) and (iv) follow directly from (i) once we have pointed out that in codimension 2 3, 
if P E M” n int Mk then St(P, M”), St(P, Mk) is always cone-unknotted, essentially because 
there are no properly embedded knots in codim 2 3. We leave the reader to verify the 
details-there are two cases P E int M” or P E aM”, the first case gives a sphere pair, and the 
second gives a ball in sphere pair. 
(ii) is straight from (b) using criterion (iii) for local unknotting. 
This completes the proofi of(i) to (iv). 
(b) A classification of torus knots 
Let S,4,P denote isotopy classes of embeddings S” x Sp -+ Snfp+q and let T&, denote 
isotopy classes of embeddings S” x BP + Sn+p+q. Then taking the boundary gives a function 
6 : T&i I -+ S;,p. 
We will apply Theorem 2 to prove; 
THEOREM 7. Let p I n, q 2 3, then 6 (us above) is (i) onto for 2q> n + p + 3 (ii) I : 1 for 
2q>n+p+4. 
Remark. In $6(a) we gave an example of a non-trivial embedding S4 x I+ S8 whose 
boundary was trivial (and there are similar higher dimensional examples) hence the dimen- 
sion condition for Theorem 7(ii) is best possible. Using other results of [13] one can show 
that the dimension condition for part (i) is also best possible. 
Now we use the following results of [13]. 
(1) For q 2 3 T,&, z n,(~~+g,P) where FP+,,, is the z-steifel manifold defined in [12]. 
(2) ~,(~P+g,P) 2 n,(~,+,,,) for 2q> n + 3 where VP+,,, is the ordinary Stiefel manifold of 
p-frames in p $ q-space. 
We deduce; 
COROLLARY 1. For q 2 4, 2q> n +p + 4, A’:,, z 7~,(~~+,,,+,). 
This recovers nearly all of Hudson’s classification [4], which was for the special case 
n2p+ I,q=n+ 1. 
Remark. By smoothing theory (see Haefliger [3] or Rourke-Sanderson [l 11) the ‘knot 
problem’ in p. 1. and differential categories coincide metastably. So in particular we have; 
COROLLARY 2. For q 2 4,2q> n + p + 4, diffeotopy classes of differentiable embeddings 
S” x Sp 4 Snfp+¶ are classified by z”(V~+~, p+l), (where S’ now denotes the standard differ- 
entiable i-sphere). 
Proof of Theorem 7(i). In fact we prove the result in a slightly larger dimensional range, 
namely q 2 3, q> p + 1, 2q> n -I- p + 3. This allows us to use induction on n keeping p 
tied. Let f : S” x Sp 4 Sn+p’q be an embedding. We extend f to an embedding fi : S” x BP+’ 
+ S”+p+q, (to prove the result) as follows. 
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First find a disc Dp+' such that Dp+’ n (f(S” x Y)) = aDpf’ =f(x x Sp) some 
x E S”. This is by general position in this range. 
Next choose a little disc D” c S” with x E int D” and a disc D”‘p’q c Sn+p+q such that 
D n+p+q nf(S” x Sp) =f(D” x 3’) and 8D”+p+q nf(,S” x S) =f(aD” x Sp). This is easily 
done by choosing Dniptq to be a suitable simplicial neighbourhood of Dp+’ (see Fig. 14). 
FIG. 14. 
Now in aD”+p+q we can extend f to dD” x B P+l by induction. Then in each of D”+p+q 
and S"fP+q_intD"+P+q we have improper spheres f(aD” x BP+’ u D” x Sp) and 
f(aD” x BP+’ u (S” - int 0”) x Sp). So by Theorem 2 and 4(c) we can span these by semi- 
properly embedded discs. Use these discs to extend f conewise over the discs D” x BP’ 1 and 
(S” - int D”) x B P+l to complete the construction. , 
Proof of (ii). Suppose fi, f2 : S” x BP” + S”ip’q both extend f: s” x Sp --, S”‘p+q, 
Define F : S” x SJ’+’ -+ SnfJ’+q x I by writing SP+’ = BP+’ x 0 u Sp x I u BP+’ x 1 
and using fi on SnxBJ’~‘xO+S”+p+qxO, fi on S”XB~+~XI, and fxl on 
S” x sp x I. 
Extend F to an embedding Fl : S” x BP” x I + S”fp+q x I by a very similar argument 
to the proof of (i) (details left to the reader), This shows that fi and fi are concordant and 
hence by Hudson [5] are isotopic. 
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